




The mission of IUC is to draw the market players, closer to each
other and create a cooperative business environment with third
party administrative services at international standards.
IUC Team utilize their experience and efforts to assist its members
in creating a dynamic market place built on a sound platform
with the belief that being in the same place creates ideas, stimulates
vision, challenges the status quo, and simply lays down the tracks
for a sustainable and rewarding international business.

Some of IUC Events in 2006 – 2010
Best Re, “Takaful Reinsurance” Workshop
Globale Re, “Run-off Management” Workshop
Malaysian Re, “CEO Program” Workshop
Dolphin Maritime, “General Average” Seminar
Hudson Sky, “Aviation Insurance” Seminar
Korean Re, “Life Insurance” Seminar
Munich Re, “CAR/ EAR Clauses” Workshop
Limra International, “Bankasurrance and Marketing of Pension
Plans” Seminar

Yetke Surveyors, “Risk Management in Textile Plants” Seminar
Andýç Law Firm, “Commentary of General Conditions”
Workshop
CMR Insurances Workshop
Dolphin Maritime, “Lloyd’s Open Form” Seminar
InsFocus “ Business Intelligence in Insurance Companies”
seminar
Tillinghast “Turkish General Insurance Market Now and After
EU Accession” Seminar

Towers Perrin, Adding Value in a fast growing competitive
market

 Non-Marine Underwriting & Reinsurance Training (May 2008)

 CII Liability & Reinsurance & Marine Training Seminar Series
(June 2009)

 Life Insurance & Actuarial Methots

CII Energy and Oil & Marine Insurance & L›abilitiy Insurance
& Advanced Reinsurance (June – September 2010)
Swiss Re “The Engineering & Professional Indemnity (Re) Insurance”
(September 2010)



Very good teacher. I wish to continue to programme.
Mansoor Hosseini – Dana Insurance – Insurance Director

Very good organisations which you all the best well done
Saif Al Rahbi – Royal Yacht

There is no chance to fail to understand regardless of the difficulty of the topic.
Tural Aliyev – Pasha Insurance - Senior Reinsurance Specialist

I certainly miss these fantastic five days in the future. I thank to all of the organisators.
Erhan Gülkokan – Republic of Turkey Undersecretariat of Treasury General Directorate of
Insurance



Istanbul Underwriting Center (IUC) is pleased to present Technical Training Seminar Series
organized with the cooperation of chartered Insurance Institute London (CII) and Milli Re
Turkey.

This Seminar will enhance the level of analytical conducted by internationaly experienced and
professional lecturers, who have many years of experience in underwriting and reinsurance. The
knowledge and techniques will be passed on to you through on interective learning environment.
Deregates will recieve a certificate of attendance upon completion of the training.

Our workshops and training seminars are an effective way to keep abreast of recent advances
in the market and to build a foundation of international best practice. They can also be customized
to your organization’s needs and offered in-house. IUC’s workshops and training seminars will
be an effective way to sharpen your analytical skills with the objective of identitying, measuring
and managing risks.

These Seminars are organized with the cooperation of Chartered Insurance Institute (CII) London
and participants will receive ‘Completion Certificate of CII’

Professional development and learning activity are a central and ongoing part of any successful
career. Keeping abreast of technical and market developments helps you perform effectively.
It also satisfies regulatory obligations and the requirement for qualified CII members to keep
their knowledge up-to-date

All CII material is delivered to CII Continuing Professional Development (CPD) accreditation
standards and can, therefore, count towards the CII’s CPD requirements for qualified members.

Please find the complete agenda included in this brochure and take advantage of this cutting-
edge event. For further inquiries please call us at: +90 212 328 33 33

TRAINING SEMINAR SERIES
June - September 2011

Date
06 June

07 June

11 June

12 June

13 June

17 June

18-19 June

20 June

24 June

Day
Monday

Programme
Registration to Peak Hotel

WEEKEND

WEEKEND

Lecturer Special Evenings
Welcome Cocktail at Peak Hotel

Dinner Invitation by Milli Re
Dinner Invitation by IUC

Dinner Invitation by Milli Re
Dinner Invitation by IUC

Dinner Invitation by Milli Re
Dinner Invitation by IUC

25-26 June

27 June

1 July

02-03 July

05 September

09 September

10-11 September

12 September

16 September

17-18 September

19 September

23 September

26 September

30 September

24-25 September

Tuesday
Saturday

Monday
Friday

Monday
Friday

Monday
Friday

Monday
Friday

Monday
Friday

Monday
Friday

Monday
Friday

The technical Reinsurance
process

Intermediate Marine

Business interruption
insurance

Advanced liability insurance

Professional indemnity
insurance

Property insurance

Motor insurance

Construction insurance

Peter Cave

John Charles Potter

Rod Smith

Professor Chris Parsons

Neil Park

Steve Paterson

Graham Williams

David Barrett

Dinner Invitation by Milli Re
Dinner Invitation by IUC

Dinner Invitation by Milli Re
Dinner Invitation by IUC

Dinner Invitation by Milli Re
Dinner Invitation by IUC

Dinner Invitation by Milli Re
Dinner Invitation by IUC

Dinner Invitation by Milli Re
Dinner Invitation by IUC

WEEKEND

WEEKEND

WEEKEND

WEEKEND

WEEKEND



LECTURERS I
Peter Cave

Peter Cave started his career in reinsurance in the 1960’s. A very substanttial part
of his careerwas spent as an International Reinsurance Broker, becoming a Director
of Greig Fester ( now part of Benfield) with specific responsibilities for the Middle
East. He worked extensively with both small new operations and major international
accounts.

He is now Senior Partner of The Confidence Partnership - a specialist training
organsation

Ahighly experienced lecturer, running courses for the CII, City University, International
brookers and reinsurers, and many other clients world-wide over a broad range of
topics - specialising in Reinsurance.

He has been Chairman of an  Advanceed Study Group on Proportional  Treaty
reinsurance for the Insurance Institute of London, Director of the CII’s London
Training Centre, Author of the opening chapter of Reinsurance Practice and the Law
(Informa)...

Peter’s aims when running any course is to make the complex - easily understandable
and fun.

John is an experienced Marine insurance Consultant having worked in the
marine insurance field for nearly 30 years. He has a particular interest in
Goods in transit cover and was heavily involved recently in the development
of the new Chartered Insurance Institute examination unit on this subject.

John provides advice and training in liability related to all matters of Marine
and Cargo Freight. He spent 20 years with Aviva as a Regional Marine
Manager. John has experience in both marine underwriting and business
development.

Skills and experience
  Expert witness in court cases
  Has had articles published in “Freight” magazine and “Trucker”
  Constructed a set of carrying conditions
  Providing training for international students of CII course in Marine 
  insurance.
  CII Examiner’s course.

John Charles Potter



LECTURERS I

Professor Chris Parsons
Professor in Insurance, Cass Business School., City of London. Director, MSc
Insurance and Risk Management programme Visiting Professor, Warsaw University
of Insurance and Banking Editor, Journal of Insurance Research and Practice (2002-
207) Bachelor of Arts (BA); Bachelor of Laws (LLB), Ph. D - (Law and economics)
Postgraduate Certificate in Education (PGCert.Ed) Fellow of the Chartered Insurance
Institute (FCII) Chartered Insurance Practitioner (Local istitute prize winner for
highest marks in ACII and FCII exams, Winner of Morgan Owen Medal and Prize
1998)
Christopher started his career as a graduate trainee with the Guardian Royal Exchange
(now AXA) Group and gained commercial experience in all classes of insurance
(including Lif and Pensions), ultimately specialising as a property/casualty underwriter.
he has carried out consultancy and lectured extensievely on law and insurance topics
both in the UK and in many countries overseas, initially in conjunction with his work
as an insurance underwriter and now on a full-time basis. In addition to his private
consultancy work, he is a faculty member of Cass Business School (formerly City
University Business School), where he was promoted to Professor in Insurance in
2004.
He has been an active member of the Chartered Insurance Institute for many years,
as an Officer, Council Member, Joint Secretary of the Examiners’ Committee,
Textbook author, Senior Examiner and member of many committees and working
groups. In 1998 he was awarded the CII’s top research prize (the Morgan Owen
Medal) for a major report on Employers’ Liability insurance (see publications below).

Rod Smiht
Rodney started his career in 1974 at Phoenix Assurance, Bristol, gained Associateship
of the Chartered Insurance Institute qualification by examination. He was employed
at Robins, Davies & Little, Chartered Loss Adjusters, in Bristol and Birmingham.
In 1981 he has gained Fellowship of the Chartered Insurance Institute by examination
 and Associateship of the Chartered Institute of Loss Adjuster. Taught evening classes
in Insurance and liabilities during this time at Bristol Polytechnic and South Bristol
Technical College. He joined in 1985 Brocklehursts, Chartered Loss Adjusters, to
open a new office in Bristol. He was elevated to Fellow of the Chartered Institute
of Loss Adjusters. Worked in Brighton after the great storm of 16th October 1987.
He became an examiner for the Chartered Institute of Loss Adjusters. By this time,
responsible for three of employer's offices as an Associate Partner, generating 10%
of company turnover.  Controlled operations in south-west following the Storm
disaster of 25th January 1990.
 In 1992 he opened own practice as a Chartered Loss Adjuster, covering all types
of Fire, Accident and Liability losses, anywhere in Great Britain or overseas.  In
2002 he was elected President of The Insurance Institute of Bristol. Became CII
postal tutor for P03, Legal Aspects of Insurance - now PO5 Insurance Law. In 2003
he became face-to-face tutor for CII in claims and insurance, and gained CII postal
“excellent tutor” status. In 2004 engaged by brokers to assist with Training, Competence
and Compliance under FSA Regulation and in explaining Insurance Conduct of
Business Rules.
Currently practicing as a chartered loss adjuster with The Claims Consultancy
Company Ltd, and as Face-to-Face tutor with CII in IF3 & 4, 820 Claims Management,
PO5 Insurance law, commercial insurances ( mainly with NIG), and insurance fraud.
Running general training courses for local brokers and Insurers, including study and
exam techniques.  In January 2008 became CII Accredited Advanced Technical
Trainer in General Insurance.



LECTURERS II
Neil Park

Neil Park is a business trainer and consultant working inside and outside of the
insurance and risk management industry. In his training and consultancy role Neil
works with major insurance companies and brokers primarily in the London Market
as well as lecturing on behalf of the Chartered Insurance Institute. He delivers a
range of courses in risk financing and insurance particularly focusing on liability
risks including Professional Indemnity and Directors and Officers Liability as well
as providing training in risk management. He also trains in business and communication
skills and has delivered training to executives of both commercial and government
organisations as well as for Birkbeck College, University of London. Neil draws on
his seventeen years of experience managing major client relationships and leading
broking teams in the London and North American insurance markets.

Whilst in North America, he advised a Big 4 accountancy firm on the financing and
management of their Professional Indemnity risk. In the London Market he acted
as a broker, account executive and account director for Willis Limited and specialised
in advising U.K. multinational firms on their risk financing and risk management
requirements.  He advised clients in a range of industries including  telecommunications,
retail, professional and financial services.

He also assumed a project leadership role managing various projects including
company conferences, the establishment of a captive consultancy service line and
led the project which embedded project management disciplines throughout the
broking operation. Neil graduated in Economics at St Catharines College, Cambridge
and is a Fellow of the Chartered Insurance Institute. He has also recently completed
his Masters in Business Administration after completing his research project on the
marketing strategies of corporate insurance brokers.



LECTURERS II

Steve Paterson

He started to his career in 1971 at Royal Insurance - Business Trainee and
Commercial Underwriter, Liverpool. PCI Compliance (Bankcards) - ensuring
RSA meets the requirements of PCI Legislation involving with intergration
Third Party Supplier (Netbanx) in holding credit card detailsBusiness
Implementation Programme Manager responsible for the successful delivery
of new AIS Infrastructure Policy System both from a new business and
migration functionality seamlessly into the Commercial Operation Programme
Manager responsible for the delivery of Commercial Motor EDI in RSA
across 7 software houses and linking in with new I S system internally Ran
successful pilot in Birmingham for RSA Enterprise (Small Business
proposition) and implementation of National roll-out involving setting up
4 sites across the UK and an external award winning (Insurance Times)
Customer proposition .Responsible at Board Level for bottom line and
Underwriting result Property Insurance Manager and Commercial
Superintendant 1990-1995 responsible for a team of 25 Underwriters.

In 1985, He was employed at Sun Alliance - Accident Insurance Manager,
Liverpool.1995-2009, Royal & SunAlliance, He Managed portfolio of
programmes and projects for Business Services:Consumer Credit Directive
to be implemented in 2010 (June).  Establishing programme structure,
governance, roles and responsibilities, reporting, service stakeholder steering
group. outside legal consultancy, detailed milestone plan.  Budget £3.0M
PCI (Payment Card Industry) Compliance.  Establishing programme structure,
governance, roles and responsibilities, running senior stakeholder meetings,
liaising with service sponsor, UK Finance Director, establishing and co-
ordinating third party suppliers Netbanx, Trustwave, IBM, ADM and Cable
& Wireless.  Delivery of Technology solution integrating Third Party Suppliers
system with 22 RSA LOB (Line of Business systems) on three releases -
Home, Motor and Pet.  budget £4.5MFlexible Benefits - establishing
programme structure, governance, roles and responsibilities, reporting, senior
stakeholder steering group, detailed milestone plan, establishing and co-
ordinating third party suppliers Watson Wyatt and SBC and delivery of
Flexible Benefits website to all RSA employees involving a choice of 15
different benefits from extra holidays to NCP car parking.

Budget £2.0M. Co-ordination and reporting to service stakeholders of a
range of Finance projects under the governance of Finance Change Control
Board made up of Senior Finance stakeholders, covering project updates,
RAG ratings, risks and issues, dependencies, costs and escalating where
necessary project issues.



David Barrett
David started his career in Reed Stenhouse, Croydon in 1973. Reed Stenhouse were an
entirely commercial insurance broker at one time rising to become the 5th largest in the
world. When He left he was responsible for the day to day running of one of the two units
in the Croydon office. He supervised up to ten staff on a unit handling major accounts
such as Rio Tinto Zinc as well as large local businesses such as Grant Brothers Ltd (at
the time Croydon’s equivalent to Harrods). In 1984 He joined Anchor, the in-house
insurance brokers of Marley Tiles Plc, in order to run a new shop front branch office in
Dorking. In 1986 Anchor closed all four of its branches and the business was operated
from the head office in Tunbridge Wells. He became the Director responsible for all non-
Marley commercial insurance business. He started the business in 1987 with an equal
(50% ownership) partner but the business was  divided in two and They went their separate
ways in 1991. His wife became a non-executive partner with 5% of the business at that
time, his own share increasing to 95%. He continued running the, GISC registered,
business until December last year when He sold it to Hamilton Fraser Insurance Solutions.
He has delivered courses on Business Interruption, Commercial Property Packages,
Contract Works, Contractors Liability, Directors & Officers, Household, Liability, Private
Motor, Motor Fleet, Professional Indemnity, and Property Owners at Introductory &
Intermediate Levels on behalf of BIBA, Helix, Axa Training Clubs, Giles Insurance
Brokers, Higos, Jardine Lloyd Thompson, Towergate and the CII. He has also delivered
examination revision days for the CII. He has also authored and second authored various
distance learning courses for the Searchlight Tick programme and Axa Campus.

Graham Williams
He has graduated from Trent University, Degree in Law II(ii)  in 1976. He was
employed at  Groupama Insurances, London as Corporate Claims Technical Manager
for  Devised and implemented a group wide standard approach to strategic issues,
as a result of the merger of Groupama and Lombard Insurance companies. Pivotal
point to ensure common deliverables plus a unified approach, as branch culture was
eliminated. Pivotal role in undertaking fraud investigation and devising referral
criteria Consistency of claims centres’ philosophy ensured by training and liaison
with managers. Specifically devised best practice on areas that impinged upon the
claims handling and legal spend of the Company. Conducted a series of training
courses and external audits, with reports to the CEO. Caseload included 1) Large
personal injury cases, personal lines and commercial (including EL and PL etc),
involving complex issues. 2) Actions against the Company, which involved potential
fraud etc. 3) Complicated personal lines property claims, including those with a
potential right of recovery.
In 2000, His Position in Geoupama was Legal Projects Manager for Project manager
for contemporary legal and technical issues with corporate implications e.g. Data
Protection Act 1998 etc. This included devising wordings and designing forms.
Created company philosophy and provided training seminars. Played a leading role
in the review of panel solicitors, which entailed audits etc.
Technical competence levels of legal service providers were assessed, and revisions
made to the Company’s procedures. Devised the auditing parameters beforehand
Developed confidentiality agreements and other contracts, ensuring the prompt
delivery of a full legal package for the company’s new and existing client base, and
enhancing my own knowledge of contract law.
His current position is that September 2004-Company established, aimed at enhancing
links between tuition and business by providing training and consultancy services.
Training provided at seminars on insurance law, motor personal injury and other
issues. Currently engaged in a nationwide training programme for a major insurer
on various topics (e.g. motor trade, motor fleet, legal principles, liability insurance
etc).

LECTURERS II



The Technical Reinsurance Processes
The Placing Process
 - The Documentation Process
 - The placing process
 - Brokers & their Role
 - The international RI Market place – including;
London Lloyd’s,
- what is it – how does it operate – how is it rated
- Equitas Companies
Other major markets
- Europe     - Asia    - US     - Bermuda
A Brief Look at The Reinsurance Picture
- What fits where?
- a look at al the core reinsurance products
Reinsurance Accounts and Claims
Proportional Treaty
- Accounting Period Terminology
- Calendar Year
- Revenue Year
- Treaty Year
- Underwriting Year
- Accounts Year
- Accident Year
· Premium Base
- OGR (Original Gross Rate) 
- ONR (Original Net Rate)
- Premium Portfolios
Review Of The Different Types e.g. Pro-Rata, 1/8ths, 1/24ths,
50%, etc.
- Loss Portfolio
- Understanding The Terminology
- UPR (Unearned Premium Reserve Provision)
- OLR (Outstanding Loss Reserve Provision)
- Basic Methods Of Accounts
- Underwriting Year vs Clean-Cut and variations in between
- Financial Deposits
- Premium Reserve Deposits
- Loss Reserve Deposits
- Letters Of Credit (LOC)
Non-Proportional Treaty
- Period Of Cover
- Premium Calculations
- Burning Cost



- Adjustable Rate
- Flat Premium
- Reinstatements
-  Other Types Of Reinsurance Accounted Differently
- Stop Loss
- Retrocession
Index clause
Interlocking clause
Currency fluctuation clause
 
Commutation
Who might do it ?
When might it be considered ?
How might be successfully achieved

Facultative Reinsurance and Documentation
 - As original
 - Back to back
 - Certificates

Treaty Documentation and Contract Certainty
· Basic Issues in checking &/or drafting Treaty Wordings –
Standards, Consistency
· The Importance of a professional Slip/Contract
· Treaty Wordings (Non-Proportional)
- Purpose and implications of various clauses In a typical
Property Non-Proportional Treaty Including
- Operative Clause - Ultimate Net Loss
- Period Of The Agreement - Net Retained Lines
- Cover And Deductible - Hours Clause
- Premium  - Other Relevant Clauses
· Other Specific Issues
- Cut Through Clause - Interlocking Clause
- Liquidation Clause - Security Downgrade
- Follow The Settlements Clause - Jurisdiction and Law
- Currency Fluctuation Clause - Cancellation Clause

Treaty Wordings (Proportional)
- Purpose and implications of various clauses In a typical
Property Proportional Treaty Including
- Operative Clause
- Period of the Agreement
- Premium, Commission and Profit Commission
- Submission of Accounts
- Claims Notification Procedure
- Other Relevant Clauses



INTERMEDIATE MARINE

Description of Course:
This course explains the main methods of cargo shipment and
the documents used in international trade. It also examines the
main areas of loss prevention. The course includes some
practical exercises

Marine law and the law of sale of goods

Cargo underwriting

Key Clauses

Cargo loss prevention

Cargo claims

Use of experts within the insurance process

Audience:
This course is aimed at anyone working within this area or
who has interest in it

Outline:
The course will cover;



BUSINESS INTERRUPTION

Description of Course:
This programme updates extends the experience of brokers
dealing with Business Interruption professionals to an advanced
level using case studies and interactive training sessions.

Identifying the key business interruption exposures of
different types of industry and how these are evolving
Ensuring the correct basis of coverage is chosen
Calculating the correct maximum indemnity period, sum
insured or loss limit
Comparing and contrasting the UK Gross Profit approach
with the US Gross Earnings approach
Ensuring the correct extensions are included in the wording
to meet the client’s needs
Identifying how Business Interruption policy coverage can
be clarified and expanded
Describe the key aspects of Business Interruption claims
and how they are calculated
Outline how business should manage their Business
Continuity risk

Audience:
Brokers, Insurace Professionals with a sound understanding
of Business Interruption insurance who are looking to expand
or refresh their knowledge.



ADVANCED LIABILITY

Description of Course:
This course is an intensive and highly interactive course
designed to provide in depth knowledge of this class of business.
Using a mixture of lectures and practical exercises, delegates
develop solutions to some of the more complex issues that
arise today in the liability insurance market and then discuss
the effects of the solutions they propose.
At the end of the course you will have:

Developed an in depth understanding of the issues
surrounding the underwriting and claims of liability
risks.
Gained an awareness of recent important cases
Gained up to date knowledge of new and pending
legislation.

Audience:
This course is aimed towards those with significant underwriting
experience who wish to develop and update their understanding
of market issues and their knowledge of liability underwriting
and claims.

Outline:
This course aims to cover the following points:

Recent legal developments affecting liability insurance
generally
Recent legal developments affecting assessment of damages
awarded and claims estimating.
Developments in liability insurance policy covers.
Pollution and environmental liabilities.
Developments in underwriting and rating
Current problem areas for insurers, brokers and their clients.
International developments.

NOTE: The nature of this course means that the content is
likely to vary.



PROFESSIONAL INDEMNITY

Description of Course:
This is a one day course with half a day on Professional
Indemnity insurance and half a day on Directors & Officers
Liability insurance.
This is an introductory level course designed for staff new to
Professional Indemnity and Directors & Officers Liability.

Audience:
Aimed at delegates who are new to Professional Indemnity
and Directors & Officers Liability insurance.
Outline:
At the end of the workshop delegates will be able to:
Professional Indemnity

Describe what types of organisation have a Professional
Indemnity exposure
Outline some typical Professional Indemnity claims
Explain why professionals buy Professional Indemnity
insurance
Describe the key components of a Professional Indemnity
policy
Outline the key underwriting considerations for Professional
Indemnity insurance
Describe how Professional Indemnity claims are handled

Directors & Officers Liability

Explain the duties and liabilities of Directors & Officers in
the U.K. and how they may differ in other jurisdictions
Outline typical claims which can be made against directors
and officers
Explain the benefits of Directors & Officers coverage to
both directors and the company
Describe the key components of a Directors & Officers
Liability policy
Outline the key underwriting considerations for Directors
& Officers Liability insurance
Describe the key considerations in handling a Directors &
Officers Liability claim



ADVANCED PROPERTY COURSE

Description of Course:
This course looks at managing property portfolios and the
factors that influence pricing, claims and measuring loss

Audience:
This course is aimed at those in supervisory roles or dealing
with more complex claims/accounts. It looks at how to ensure
accurate pricing of property business and reduce loss exposure.

Outline:

The course will cover:

Measurement of property risk.
Why we need to do this
Burning and other costs
Reserving
Change over time
Statistical methods
Frequency / severity

Features of risk
Hazardous building construction
The importance of how a property is managed
Hazardous materials

Flammable liquids and gases
Stored goods

Risk improvement

Estimating maximum loss.
Why we need to do this
Different definitions of Maximum loss and what they
mean.
ABI definition of EML
Worked examples



MOTOR INSURANCE (INTERMEDIATE)
Benefits
At the end of the course you will:
• Gain an understanding of the principal statutes and regulations
that affect motor claims handling, including relevant EU Directives
• Understand the pertinent case law
• Recognise the effect of statutes, case law, etc, on insurance
principles, and the approach to claims handling
• Be aware of the more common motor liability situations, and
the current case law which may assist in determining liability
• Gained a knowledge of the different types of motor policy
available
• Obtained an understanding of the insurance principles which
guide the creation of conditions, exclusions, etc, found within
most types of motor policy
• Understood the fundamental differences between personal and
commercial
motor policies.
Course
This course explains the basic structure of motor policies, looking
principally at the private motor policy, but also highlighting the
difference with other types of policy,
including commercial motor, fleet, motorcycle, and non-standard
wordings
Who should attend?
Those who require a more thorough understanding of the legal
issues affecting motor insurance.
Programme
Principles of insurance
• Private motor policies: structure and basis
• Commercial polices outline, including commercial motor, fleet
motor trade, motor cycle, etc
• Recent revisions following the introduction of the latest legislative
changes.
• Road Traffic Act 1988, EU directives and associated regulations
• Corporate Manslaughter Act 2007 and Road Safety Act 2006
• Insurance principles
• RTA insurer, Article 75 insurer and Motor Insurance Bureau
claims
• Avoidance, declinature of indemnity
• Law Reform (Contributory Negligence) Act 1945
• Accidents at cross roads, T junctions, negligently parked vehicles,
overtaking and queue jumping.



CONSTRUCTION INSURANCE
Description of Course:
This course aims to:
· Show an awareness of contract works insurance and the various
ways insurers provide the cover
· Demonstrate an awareness of the content of the insurance clauses
within the JCT contract and an understanding of the difference
between contractual obligations and insurance requirements
· Show an awareness of the standard structure and content of contract
works and contractors liability insurance policies and the optional
extras usually available
· Demonstrate an awareness of the underwriting process and the
information insurers require to assess and price risks
Audience:
This interactive workshop has been pitched at a level to be suitable
for those who are relatively new to the subject
Prerequisite:
Whilst no previous contract work experience is required a good
grounding in the basics of commercial property and liability insurance
should still be regarded as a pre-requisite.
Outline:
Subject Matter:
° Need for separate insurance
° Risks/property insured
° Ways cover can be arranged
° Parties and terminology
Contact Conditions:
° Parties involved
° JCT Standard form of contract
° Contractual obligation
° Insurance requirements
° Contract works, liability, plant
Policy Cover – Contract Works
° Usual cover
° Exclusions and extensions
° Common alternatives
Policy Cover – Liability
° Usual cover
° Exclusions and extensions
Placing and Rating Risks
° Key insurer information needs
° Underwriting features
° Risk management
° Contract works pricing Testing (optional)



Telegraphic / wire transfer to the following account. Account holder IUC Risk Yönetimi ve Danýþmanlýk A.Þ.

FINANSBANK MASLAK BRANCH EURO (Account No: 0013546965 IBAN No: TR69 0011 1000 0000 0013 5469 65)

Please debit the sum of Euro …..................................................................… for training fee from my

Euro

Terms & Conditions
Check-In Time:
Check-in time is at 1400 hours on the day of arrival.
We are unable to guarantee any eary arrivals unless
arrangements have been bade to pre-block for one
night earlier, chargeable at the rate mentioned in the
contract.

Check-Out Time:
Check-out time is at 1200 hours on the day of departure.
Any request for check-out later than 1200 hours on the
day of departure is subject to room availability. For any
check-out after 1800 hours, a one-night room rate would
apply.
For any cancellation after 2009, or no-show on the day
of arrival, a one-night room rate will be charged to the
credit card given.

05.06.2011 - 24.06.2011 Room (+ Bed + Breakfast + VAT ) 110 Euro

25.06.2011 - 01.07.2011 Room (+ Bed + Breakfast + VAT )   95 Euro


